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Introduction
Enter topic text here.

Change List
The updated Manitou Version 1.6.0 components documented  in this manual are as
follows:

1. Alarm Handling
2. BoldNet
3. Location Services
4. Permissions

BoldNet
The new version of BoldNet will be referred to as "BoldNet 1.6". Its features and
enhancements are covered in the "BoldNet" section of this manual. BoldNet 1.6 will
also contain an updated version from the legacy version of BoldNet (as seen in
BoldNet 1.5.3 and prior) and will be referred to as "BoldNet PDA". This name refers
to its primary purpose of ensuring PDA-SmartPhone accessibility. BoldNet PDA has
a similar design as its predecessors but contains updated permission features as
detailed in the "Legacy/BoldNet PDA" section of this manual.

It is worth noting that the following components will only be available in BoldNet
PDA 1.6:

ü Live and stored video from Customer Plans, Devices and Activity log
ü GPS location data from the Customer Activity log
ü Live signal data from the All Events Web Printer (AEWP)
ü Accounting integration access including Tech Status and the Navision Ticket

System
ü Customer UL Grade data
ü Customer Attentions data
ü URL Portal Integration (e.g., URL parameters that open a particular page or

force a particular theme)
ü Page level customization
ü Menu customization
ü Full access to Dealer, Branch, Central Station data (some data is available

in BoldNet 1.6)
ü Customer Plans data
ü Customer Reverse Command data

Permissions
Manitou Permissions have been completely revamped and will affect the way users
will interact with the following components:

· BoldNet 1.6
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· BoldNet Legacy "BoldNet PDA"

· Manitou Operator Workstation

· Manitou Supervisor Workstation

Based somewhat on previous versions, Manitou 1.6 has been designed to allow for
even greater control over users of Manitou. See the Permissions section of this
manual for more information.
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Upgrade Overview
Installing Multiple Languages (Locale) Into
BoldNet

By default Manitou is configured to use U.S. English only. Should you need to install
a different language for your BoldNet 1.6 users, you will need to contact Bold
Technologies Support as follows: support@boldgroup.com. 

Bold Support will send you an .NET resource file (RESX file) containing all of the
verbiage that you will need to then translate, located in-between the "value" tags
(within the .NET file).  

You can edit the file in its raw format by using a program such as Microsoft's 
Notepad.  However, we recommend downloading the Microsoft VB 2010 Express
software and editing the file as a "resource file".  This should make the entire editing
process easier.  You can download a free copy from the following site:

http://www.microsoft.com/express/Downloads/

Note: You will only want to edit the information between the value tags (1500+
values). Do your best to match the character count of the original verbiage with your
translation. If,  for example, your translated verbiage has values longer than the
original verbiage, you could encounter rendering and visibility issues within the web
browser.

Once translated, you will need to send the .NET resource file back to Bold
Technologies Support and they will provide you with a new Locale that you will then
need to install on your web server as a separate instance of BoldNet.

mailto:support@boldgroup.com.
http://www.microsoft.com/express/Downloads/
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Detailed Information on All New
Features
BoldNet 1.6

Following is a summary of the BoldNet 1.6 feature updates and requirements that
will be covered more thoroughly in this section of Release Notes:

1. Basic controls have been updated to allow for greater functionality including
access to common editing functions

2. The interface has an updated look and feel, running on Microsoft's Silverlight
platform

3. The built-in BoldNet Legacy helps ensure SmartPhones/PDA device
accessibility

4. BoldNet requires installation of an SSL certificate verified from a trusted root
authority

5. If using Windows Server 2008 IIS, specific configuration will be required
6. Internet Browser functionality has been updated and has specific operating

requirements

Legacy / BoldNet PDA
Installing BoldNet 1.6 will also install BoldNet PDA on your same system, without
having to do anything extra. BoldNet 1.6 is built on Silverlight which is a limitation for
most SmartPhones and PDA (many cannot yet read Silverlight code). Because of
this limitation Bold kept and the Legacy version of BoldNet and updated it with
enhanced permission functionality.

New BoldNet Features
BoldNet 1.6 has been redesigned with a completely new interface and core feature
set. Many of the commonly-used features found in Manitou Operator Workstation
are now accessible through BoldNet's Web interface yielding  flexibility to a wide
array of users. Many permission enhancements have also been made that have
greatly increased security and overall functionality. Following is a summary of each
of the new major feature upgrades in BoldNet 1.6.

Look & Feel Update
After installing BoldNet open your internet browser to the following site: https://
SERVERNAME/BoldNet/ 

(replace the "SERVERNAME" portion of the above address with the hostname of
your BoldNet server).

Once logged on, you may notice that the background and dialogue boxes are
designed with a much richer color set and intuitive interface. Following are a couple
of basic screen shots highlighting some of the new BoldNet user screens.
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Logon Screen:

User Dashboard:
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The User Dashboard can be viewed as having two (2) main parts, as follows: 
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(1) Side navigation
(2) Main section (containing widgets, etc.)
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Editing Capabilities
BoldNet 1.6 gives capability to edit customers and user settings. Likewise, in the
near future users will be able to edit settings for central stations, branches and
dealers.

Basic Controls
Much of BoldNet 1.6 has single-click links and items, as one may expect from a web-
based application. Following is an overview of some of these basic controls.

The following triangle icon such as:  indicates that there are sub-items and/or
editing capability for that item. For instance, when you click the Triangle icon next to
a Contact (in the My Contact List):

you will see the User Summary including what that particular has access to, etc:
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Navigation Summary
Following are some highlights of the controls found on the sidebar navigation:

Customer Dashboard
Put Customer on test widget
Customer status widget
Activity log widget

My Information 
General contact information for the currently-logged-on
user
Password information
Code classes, etc
Options, Script Messages, Permits, User Defined
Fields

My Contact List
Search/Filter Contact List field
Contacts
Customers

Call Lists
Call Lists
Sub Lists

My Alarm Systems
Event Monitoring
Access Control
GPS
Other (customized items)

Monitoring Services
Services
Customer
Event Monitoring
Access Control
GPS
Other (customized items)

Alarm Activity Log
Customer log activity with advanced logging features

Data Maintenance Issues
Maintenance Issues (tracking; similar to a ticketing
system)

Run a Report
System Reports Widget (Customer Activity, Customer
Master File, Unrestored Signals)
Scheduled Reports Widget
Report History Widget

My User Settings
User Settings (Currently-logged-on User Name,
Password edit, etc.)
Other Settings (Activity log search customization, etc.)
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Quick Access to Common Features

Putting a Customer On Test

1. Logon to BoldNet. 
2. If you are logging on as a dealer, branch, or central station, you will first need to

select a customer which may look similar to the following:

3. If you are logging on as a customer, the first widget to appear will have a field "Put
Customer on Test". 

4. Within the widget, enter a brief description into the Reason field.

5. Add the amount of time the account will be On Test in the Duration field.

6. Click the “Put on Test” button. The customer will now be On Test. An On Test
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Status section will appear which displays the beginning and end time that the
customer account is On Test. 
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Caching in Web Browser
When any customer-related data is edited, it is important to understand how Manitou
saves these changes in the database. If the editing is done in Manitou Operator
Workstation, the Workstation opens the record and locks it, preventing other uses
from accessing the same record, including BoldNet users. 

When a BoldNet user opens a record, however, there is no locking of the record, so
other users - whether BoldNet or Operator Workstation - can also open the record
and make changes. In such a scenario, the last user to save changes will
override all previous changes. 

If, however, a BoldNet user tries to save changes while an Operator Workstation
user still has the record open, the BoldNet user will get an error message stating that
the record is in use.

This is by design. Internet connections can be unpredictable so if an account were to
be locked via a web browser there could be issues, etc.

Important Notes About Silverlight and Browser Design

üIf at any time you refresh your browser window you will be prompted to re-enter

your logon credentials, and will most likely lose any unsaved settings or data entry

information. So take care when refreshing your browser.

üBe aware that if you use your browser's navigation, as opposed to the built-in

BoldNet navigation, you may encounter data-loss and/or error messages.
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Legacy Vs. New
BoldNet PDA will eventually be phased out and will be replaced completely with the
Silverlight client and mobile apps.  Until that time users will find that BoldNet PDA is
quite similar to the previous versions of BoldNet (1.5.3 and earlier) with the
exceptions of themes, as follows.

BoldNet 1.6 Themes

BoldNet 1.6 and PDA give you the option to create your own custom themes. To add
your own theme to BoldNet 1.6 you will need to navigate to the following directory
(located on your BoldNet server):

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ClientBin\Themes

In this directory you will find six (6) folders by default, each representing a built-in
theme, as follows:

üBlue (default)
üBlack
üRed
üCyan
üGold
üGreen

To add a new theme, perform the following steps:

1. Create a new folder with a name matching the name of the theme you wish to
create.

2. Add two( 2) files: "Styles.xaml" (the design-configuration file) and "Wallpaper.
jpg" (the background image file) to your new theme folder.  

3. Log into BoldNet 1.6 to verify the new theme is available and functioning
correctly. 

Note: If your new theme does not function correctly, you will need to verify that you
have configured the two files correctly (in particular the .xaml file). It may be helpful
to view the built-in theme files for reference.

BoldNet PDA
In BoldNet PDA, the same applies except that the themes are located in the
"App_Themes" folder, and the theme folders use "StyleSheet.css" (the design
configuration file). The images specified by this file are located in the Images folder.

Important Note: Themes created in BoldNet 1.6 will not automatically be accessible
for BoldNet PDA users and vice versa. If you want themes to appear in both you will
need to create two (2) separate themes for each, with the appropriate code for each.
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Permissions
Permissions have been enhanced significantly in Manitou 1.6 affecting the entire
suite: Manitou Server, Manitou Clients and BoldNet. Following is a brief overview.

Note: The differences in 1.6 are enhanced and different and enough from previous
versions of Manitou, that they warrant special attention. If not understood properly
one could encounter unexpected results and in a worst case scenario give way to
safety or security risks. So please take extra care when reading this section.

Terminology Note: The following hierarchal structure will be used to edit Permission
Profiles:

The top-level nodes will be referred to as "Parents" where as the items below these
top nodes will be referred to as "Children". In the picture above, "Change Password"
is a Child of the Parent "Application". 

Child objects can also be parents. For instance, in the picture above, the "Portal
Options" object has a few child objects including "Customization Toolbar".

Note: These terms and concepts regarding hierarchy must be understood in order to
grasp the further intricacies of Manitou 1.6 permission settings.
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High-Level Summary of Features
Open Manitou Supervisor Workstation and then open permissions settings (
Maintenance menu -> Setup -> Permissions). Note the highlighting of (3) sections:

Section 1
On the left-hand side there are five (5) main Profile Permission items of which to
take note: Application, Maintenance, Operations, System Reports and Tools.
These 5 main items, along with respective child objects are pre-configured based on
general security and function setting. 

Section 2
When  highlighting an item, such as "Application", the "Profile Permission Details"
displays its current "Applicable Permissions" settings. Following is a summary of
each of these settings:

Visible - the item is visible to the user
Add - additions may be made to an item
Change - changes may be made to an item
Delete - deletions may be made to an item

Note: If the Visible option is turned off, the other features (Add/Change/Delete)
become irrelevant as the user will not be able to see the item (i.e., a user cannot add
change or delete what he or she cannot even see).

Designed to increase productivity significantly, these (4) options will serve as a quick
references guide for any item highlighted. And, more significantly, these will be
available for any item one edits. In prior versions of Manitou these permissions
settings were child nodes, necessitating a drilling-down to configure items.
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Section 3
Below these fields you will find the actual "Permissions" table listing all of the
applications that are controlled by the setting highlighted - i.e., whether or not this
permission group will have rights to View, Add, Change, Delete within the setting/
feature highlighted.

After briefly drilling through any of the items it may become obvious that the security
functionality and settings are quite detailed, complex and granular. Generally
speaking, however, the permission structure is logical and intelligible: what is
configured for a parent will also apply to its child item(s).
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Editing Permissions

To edit a permission or item, click the  button at the top. You will
see that an option appears: "Replace permissions on all child objects with my
changes. Changes are made and queued in real-time until saved or cancelled."
Following is a screenshot of this:

IMPORTANT NOTE: This is an option that, when selected, causes any subsequent
changes on the parent permissions to be given to its child permissions. When
unchecked, however, child permissions retain their own values even if there are
changes made to its parent permission. The settings of course only become effective
when you click the top Save button. Following is an example:

1. You want to change "System Reports" within the Supervisor Permissions
Profile. You go into Edit mode, select the Supervisor Profile and highlight System
Reports:

2. By default the following permissions are set as follows:

3. You want "Supervisor Profile Defaults" and every item under it (Allow Override
Destination, Report Queue, etc.) to lose the ability to view the items. So you
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check the "Replace permissions on all child objects..." option and then select the
top "Visible" checkbox which then removes the check boxes on all of its child
objects:

4. When you drill down into System Reports you will see now that all of its child
items have lost the visibility setting as well:

5. Next, you only want to change Visible capability for the Supervisor and
Operator Workstations at the top "System Report" level only, leaving all child
objects without this permission. Select "System Reports" again:

6. Then, in the Permissions table unselect the "Replace permissions on all child
objects..." option then select the top "Visible" checkbox. Now only this top level
has the Visible option enabled:
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7. And, upon drilling down, you will find that all of its child objects have retained
their setting:
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Using the Default Setting
There is a new feature in Manitou 1.6 that gives you the option to revert settings to a
higher level setting. It is the "Use Defaults" setting, as follows:

"Use Defaults" uses hierarchy and inheritance in two (2) was as follows:

1. When "Use Defaults" is selected in the first line of the Permissions table (for
example in the picture above this would be "Template Profile Defaults") it will
revert to the Profile level above itself - in this case it will revert to the Global
Template Defaults.

2. Any items below the first line are considered child items, so clicking the "Use
Defaults" checkbox on any of these child items will make them inherit permission
from that top item. In the example above, Operator Workstation and all items
below it are child items of the {Template Profile Defaults} item.

Note: The Global Template is the highest level template so if you are editing the
Global Template, there is nothing higher to inherit so the "Use Defaults" checkbox is
irrelevant.

Note: The "Replace permissions on all child objects..." checkbox will function as
described in the previous section.

Example
Open Permissions Profiles and perform the following:

1. Highlight "Maintenance" on the left and change the drop-down Profile menu to
"Administrator"
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2. Then click  at the top.

3. Note that the "Inherited From" column gets its settings from the Administrator
Profile (since this is the profile you have selected from the Profile drop-down
menu):

If you were to unselect the visible column on the top {Administrator Profile Defaults}
line, all items that have the "Use Defaults" selected will lose the visible checkbox as
well:

Additionally, if you were to then select the "Use Defaults" checkbox from just the top
"Administrator Profile..." line, every line below it would receive the same [Global
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Template] settings as follows:

On the other hand if you were to uncheck the "Use Defaults" column for any of the
objects, they would lose the inheritance from the parent object and retain their own
setting regardless of how their respective parent objects are configured going
forward.
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User Account & Group Details
Manitou Supervisor Workstation 1.6 deals with user account and group permissions
in a new way as well. To view some of these differences click on the Maintenance
Menu -> Users Groups.

You will find that the "Permissions Profile" properties has been simplified, containing
only one setting for an Operator Profile:

Previous Manitou versions had an Operator and Supervisor Profile integrated into
this section.

Like User Groups, the Users form (Maintenance Menu -> Users) previously had
Operator and Supervisor Profile selection combo boxes. This has been reduced to a
single Permission Profile option and moved to "Security Restrictions" within the
Users form:

By default, when creating a user, the group association will default to the "User
Group's Profile" setting. This means that the user will inherit all of the permissions
settings as seen in the prior Editing Permissions section. For instance, a user
assigned to the "Supervisor" User group will receive the "User Group's Profile"
setting by default. Following is an example of the Supervisor Permissions profile:
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There are a couple of reasons one may want to create a user account that has a
different User Group and Permission Profile assignment.

1. This provides an extra layer of customization, giving Manitou users even more
flexibility with user rights assignments and permissions. 

2. There is an additional set of options that can be assigned to user groups
(Maximum logged on time, inactivity time, the Call Types they are allowed to
receive, etc.) that are not available in the Permissions Profiles settings. Following
is an example of the additional options available to the "Administrator" User
Group:
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BoldNet Permissions
Access Permissions
As covered in the previous User Account & Group Details section, when you are
editing permissions for a Customer Contact (within Operator Workstation), you will
notice a set of Access permissions as follows:

Within this set of ten (10) permissions, BoldNet only recognizes/utilizes the following
four (4) settings:

üPermissions Suspended (if checked, the user cannot even logon to
BoldNet)
üCan Put Entire Customer On Test
üCan Put Designated System/Area On Test
üCan Edit Customer

Important Note: These four (4) item settings trump a user's profile permissions.

Likewise, these permissions can be viewed and edited in BoldNet. To access this
functionality, go into edit mode for a particular entity as follows:
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On Test Permissions
In regards to putting customers on test, BoldNet will recognize/utilize the following
two (2) settings in particular:

1. Can Put Entire Customer On Test
2. Can Put Designated System/Area On Test

Additionally, when dealing with a Dealer's Customer, BoldNet can utilize the "Allow
customers/Customer Contacts to Put On Test" option as seen in Operator
Workstation -> Dealer Maintenance:
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Quick Tips & Tricks
When trying to find a permission, note that you can do a search on any permission,
in the following field:
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To perform a search, type a word such as "change" then either press Enter on your

keyboard or click the magnifying glass ( ) icon next to the search field. Then
Manitou will find all instances related to the word "change" and highlights them in
yellow:
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Be sure to scroll down as there may be additionally found words deeper in the list.
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The search function will also find partial matches. For instance if you searched for
the word "work" it will also find words like "Network".

To clear the search field and start again, simply click the X icon ( ) located next to
the magnifying glass icon.

Note: you do not need to be in edit mode to find search terms.
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